1 Multi person game theory knowledge
Multi-person Cooperati ve Game Theory
Game theory [1] .It is the decision problem and the equilibriu m problem of the rational decision subject.A game theory has three basic elements: bureau of the people, the policy set and the payment function.
A collection of people in the Bureau ： Bureau of the people are involved in the game. There are 'n' people in the game. It is called the 'n' game. Strategy set :specific strategies can be limited, but also can be infin ite. If the policy set is limited, it is called a fin ite game, otherwise known as infinite game.
Payment function : There is a pay function for every 'i' in the Bureau. It is a function of the situation , that is, the Bureau of the people 'i' in the situation under the income of 's'.
In the cooperative game called transferable utility , A return of the League S, said the alliance S to join the major league game opportunity gains, or the alliance 'S' independent activities to get the maximu m benefit. The method of determining the characteristic function of the alliance is [2] [3] [4] [5] :
(1)When the alliance S the establishment of the alliance can be obtained independently of the proceeds of the transaction behavior outside of the union S, the maximu m yield for the union 'S' can be obtained.
(2) The 'S' alliance gains by independent alliance S best effect and benefit people in the block.A strategic non cooperative game , The mixed strategy set of participants is .Income function is .The characteristic function can be derived from the strategy game by using the following methods
Method: Rational threat characteristic function
In , the rational threat characteristic function of alliance 'S' is defined as:
, Among them , , it is determined by the Nash equilibrium point (x*, y*) of the two person zero sum [1, 2, 6] In the 'n' cooperative game , G Shapley is an n-dimensional vector : If the following axioms are satisfied：
Multi person cooperative game theory--

Shapley
It is indicated that the distribution of 'i' in the bureau is related to the size of the contribution to the alliance, which
is not related to the position in a certain arrangement. 
Among it, the number of |S| on behalf of the league players in 'S'. on behalf of coalition format ion after S, 'I' does not contain players union arrangement number.
represents the number of permutations of the League N\S. means that the number of permutations that n may form in a bureau. represents the probability that the union S appears .
represents the marginal contribution of the I to the alliance S.
Signal Control Method for Single Inte rsection based on Cooperative Game Theory
Single intersection four phase signal is :go straight, turn left, In the game of earned value is a predictive value, namely at the beginning of the game in a strategy to predict all the possible comb inations of the proceeds. For the signal intersection control, the queue length is the most intuitive return value, so in this paper, the length of queue length is selected to win the value of the game. The calculation of the queue length is as follows 3. 
In the formula, queue length indicates the value of queue length; Car_length is the average length; q is the current phase of the queue length; t is the current phase of the execution time; verage_speed is that when the phase preserving green signal, leaving all vehicles crossing speed evaluation; arrive_rate and depart_rate is the arrival rate
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and the leaving rate. It uses the method of linear prediction to solve the fuzzy parameters. On the use of the method to determine the predicted arrival rate and the leaving rate refer to the literature [7] . 
The calculation method is as follows (2) .
For multi person cooperative game model, cost allocation problem has been resolved so far, but in this paper is to solve the control problem of the actual intersection signal, so the final should be the signal control strategy combination. After finding out the Shapley value of the cooperative game, a set of strategy combination which is more close to the result of the game is selected as the final strategy combination of the game player.
Simulation
Simulation modeling--Paramics
Simu lation model is shown in Fig.2 . By social rules, set the minimu m green simulation time is 20s. The maximu m green time is 90s.
Simulation result analysis
In the Paramics simu lation, the OD matrix is set to meet three different traffic levels, namely, lo w flow, h igh flow and high flow rate. Table 5 . 
Table5: OD matrix settings for high traffic levels
Conclusions
In the case of low, middle and high grade of traffic class, the control method of multi person cooperative game and the optimal timing control method are carried out. Under the low flow rate, the control method is better than the optimal timing control method, which fully embodies the idea of cooperation. In the mediu m flow, the control method of total vehicle average speed of road network change greatly, but on the whole is slightly better than the timing control method. Under the h igh flo w rate, the road network traffic has exceeded the capacity of the road, no matter what kind of algorithm, can not achieve a better control effect. 
